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The net result improved by MNOK 101 in
Q1 2008

More than 2.1 million passengers chose to travel with Norwegian in the first
quarter of 2009 - an increase of close to 108,000 passengers compared to
last year. The turnover was BNOK 1.4, an increase of 27 percent. The net
result was MNOK -110 which is significantly better than last year. The
seasonal variations in the aviation industry always hamper profitability in the
first quarter. This, in combination with the currently challenging world
economy, makes the CEO Bjorn Kjos satisfied with the results.

- I am pleased with the first quarter results. Despite operating in an industry
facing large economic challenges, we managed to significantly improve our
first quarter results compared to last year. The Norwegian operation runs
well, and we have restructured the organization in Sweden. We are also
launching several new routes out of Denmark. These factors are expected to
yield positive results in 2009, said CEO Bjorn Kjos.
In the Norwegian domestic market the number of passengers increased by as
much as 25 percent. The growth is related to a stronger domestic focus, with
among other things 12 more domestic routes compared to last year.

New, more environmentally friendly aircraft

Mr. Kjos also points out the ongoing fleet renewal, with more
environmentally friendly aircraft of the type Boeing 737-800 continuously
replacing the older aircraft in the current fleet.

- Only since new-year five new and more environmentally friendly Boeing
737-800 aircraft have entered the fleet. We are simultaneously in the process
of phasing out the ageing and more polluting MD-80 aircraft, a significant
contribution in an environmental context as well as the replacement enables
the company to transport more passengers, said Kjos.



Key figures first quarter 2009 (Q1 2008)
Passengers: 2.1 million (2.0 million)
Revenue: 1.4 BNOK (1.1 BNOK)
Load factor: 75 % (77 %)
EBITDAR: + 49 MNOK (- 145 MNOK)
EBITDA: -102 MNOK (- 226 MNOK)
EBT: -150 MNOK (-293 MNOK)
Net result: -110 MNOK (- 211 MNOK)

For further information, please follow the below link:
http://www.norwegian.no/sw24377.asp

Contacts:
SVP Corporate Communications Anne-Sissel Skånvik, tel 48 99 44 40
CFO Frode Foss, tel 91 63 16 45

About Norwegian

Norwegian is the largest Norwegian airline and one of Europe’s leading low-
cost carriers. The company has around 4,500 employees and offers a
comprehensive route network between Nordic countries and destinations in
Europe. Since 2002, more than 300 million passengers have flown with
Norwegian. The most important task has been to offer affordable plane
tickets to all and to offer more freedom of choice along the journey.

Norwegian is a driving force for sustainable solutions and the transformation
of the aviation industry. The company’s goal is to reduce its CO2 emissions by
45 percent within 2030. To this means, the company is renewing its fleet,
promoting sustainable aviation fuel, reducing its waste, and using wind and
weather data to calculate the most efficient fuel-saving flights routes.
Norwegian wants to become the sustainable choice for its passengers.
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